Miele H 6400
BM
Combination
Microwave
Oven - Clean
Steel
MIELE Built-in microwave H 6400 BM Built-in oven with
microwave with automatic and combination programs
for perfect results. Key Features Stainless steel cabinet
with PerfectClean finish Patented surface finish Scratch
resistant: this special surface finish with its linen-weave
pattern is very robust and easy to clean. Quick
microwave Full power at your fingertips: quick selection
of microwave function via a separate sensor control.
Popcorn button At the touch of a button: it's quick and
easy to make a packet of popcorn. Microwave
combination modes Versatile and time-saving:
combining operating mode and microwave power can
save up to 30% cooking time. Stainless steel cabinet
with PerfectClean finish Scratch resistant: this special
surface finish with its linen-weave pattern is very robust
and easy to clean. Special applications For
extraordinary food preparation methods: Miele offers a
variety of special programmes such as drying fruit.
Microwave plus Grill Rapid results: for grilling meat, fish
and much more Microwave plus Fan grill Versatile: for
grilling steak, sausages, kebabs, rolled roasts and much
more. Defrost Gentle on frozen food: frozen food is
gently defrosted under ideal conditions using cool air.
Fan Plus Perfect results: ideal for gentle baking and
roasting on up to two levels. Auto roast Meat stays
tender: Meat stays tender: The meat is seared at high
temperature, then cooked at a lower roasting

temperature. User programmes For 20 favourite dishes:
simply set operating mode, temperature and duration
and save for repeated use. Microwave plus Auto roast
Succulent inside, crispy outside: meat is seared at a
high temperature, then cooked using microwave power.
Microwave plus Fan plus Quick baking and roasting:
ideal for gentle baking and roasting on up to two levels.
Automatic programmes Conjuring up over 100 dishes
with ease: Bread, cakes or meat – fully automatic
cooking processes. Gentle bake Particularly energyefficient: Perfectly succulent roasts or excellent oven
bakes depending on model. Fan grill Crispy outside,
succulent inside: ideal for chicken, duck, pork knuckle,
rolled meat and many other meat dishes. Rapid heat-up
When you're in a rush: this programme heats the oven
up extra quickly. Sabbath programme Program food up
to 72 hours in advance: The unique Sabbath
programme allows long-term planning. Appliance
cooling system with cool front Maximum protection: All
surfaces on and around the appliance remain relatively
cool, providing protection against burns. Safety features
Peace of mind: if you forget to switch off the appliance,
the safety switch-off steps in for you. Electronic
temperature control Automatic monitoring: the
temperature selected is constantly monitored and
maintained. Individual settings You decide: Language,
signal tones, display brightness and much more can be
individually adjusted.+ Clock/timer functions Always on
time: starting time, finishing time and duration of the
cooking process are easy to select. Microwave
combination modes Versatile and time-saving:
combining operating mode and microwave power can
save up to 30% cooking time. *Installation not included*
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Features
Dimensions

Brand
Model
Product
Type

Miele
H 6400 BM CLST
Ovens

Weight (kg)

43.0

Product Height
(cm)

44.6cm

Product Width
(cm)

55.9cm

Product Depth
(cm)

54.2cm
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